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-INTRODUCTION

Since the linear e6o!-a t ori f or the problems of' f- ee surface

waves -were found b'y K e' in -'(Z-8a7 and Michell (1898), theoretical

and experimental researc h on -the improvement of ship forms by the

application .qf thp-e lhear theory has been conducted by many naval

hydrodYnamicists.,-_ ar~d .may fruitful results have been obtained.

However,.' -the4,inea, -theory, -particularly for surface ship problems,

seems to,:-ha vl severe -l~iaions. Yet, the-higher order wave

theory of q r fac e ships, -being inherently difficult, has developed

at an extir4meltow pace. Recently, because of the easier avail-

ability and' improvement of the computing speed of high speed com-

puting machines, this complicated by highly necessary theory has

become more and more attractive. Wehausen (1963) considered the

systematic development of higher order ship wave rheory. Sesov

(1961) formulated the second order wave resistance. Yim (1966),

considering the free surface condition more carefully, Investi-

gated the higher order potential and the wave resistance. This

author also investigated the effect of the line integral on the

free surface, among many other higher order effects (Yim, 1964),

unfortunately with some computational error.

In this report another attempt on the Investigation of the

line Integral on the free surface is now made, with a parabolic

shad form and by a much simpler method of computation. As before,

- I-
theIluetince f t~e line itera on csyonc bywae naval

isdodcalclted. :adm~ rutu eut aebe band
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IT hac long, been known that a pressure point moving on

the free surface produces a peculiar flow field along its path,

Lamb (1945), Ursell (1960). Although a pressure point is known

to be equivalent to a doublet point, not much information is

available about the properties of general singularities on the

free surface. However, due to the recent development of slender

ship theory, Vossers (1962), Tuck (1963), Maruo (12962), Joosen

(1963), and the higher order ship wave theory, the importance

of the singularity on the free surface increased rapidly. Thus

the author has devoted his attention to obtain as much infor-

mation as possible abou- the behavior of singularities on the

free surface - before calculating the line integral due to a

singularity distribution along a line on the free surface.

SINGULARITIES ON THE FREE SURFACE

We locate an origin of the rectangular right-handed co-

ordinate system on the undisturbed free surface (or a mean free

surface) with the directions of three axes as shown in Fig-

ure 1. If we consider a pressure point at the origin moving

with constant velocity -V on the free surface, the flow field

satisfies Laplaces equation

v2+ -. C[i
2+

with the rree surface boundary condition

@xx k

(ko - g/v') (.0+-..
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on z = 0, except at the singularity, and with the proper

boundary ccnj-1 1oi 6 :t infinity. The solution is well known

(Wehausen, 1960; Peters, 1948; Ursell, 1960).

kP /2 zk sec'eI- 0
0= - f de sec 3 e e cos ("Cx sece)
ir pVJ0

0

x cos (ky seca9 sin 9)

1/2r kz

0 f desece dk k e sin(kxcos8)cos(kysine)
SPV k-k see6

0 0

r3l

This is exactly the same as the limiting case -f zero submer-

gence of the potential due to a point doublet with its direc-

tior

The pressure point being naturally the limiting case of

zero submergerice of the lift element, thia fact can be seen

easily from the free surfac boundary condition outside the

s inguar ity,

V .x .ko z 0 on- z o [4)
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If we consider a point singularity at a point (xl., yl, 0) and

the flow which satisfies [4] at a point (x, y, 0) we can re-

wri;e [ 4

x x1 X1(xl ., ,0;x.y,0) + koPzj (x ,yj ,0;x,y,0) = 0 E 53

since
CPXj = "4x., Vy = " y" @z =, + Pz E 63

referring to the Green's function (see,e.g.,Lunde (1951)) which

represents a potential due to a point source. Then from £5)

* X1 (O,y1.0o;xyO) - ko icPzI (xi ,y1 pO;xsyO)dxj E7)
0

This means that the flow on z - 0 due to a point doublet located

on the free surface 1s the same everywhere on z  0 0 as that due

to a vortex element on tne free surface. Thus the two flows are

identical everywhere In the fluid.

A poirt source located on the free surface can also be ton-

sidered In a similar manner as the point doublet on the free

surface. Since a Ant source at the origin may be considered

as a line distri .Lon of doublets on the positive x axis, a

point source on the free surface can be interpreted as the unl-

form pressure distribution along the x axis..
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The wave height C due to the pressure point is, according

to the dynamic relation,

Ck
0

arnd Equation 133 with some changes of varlables, can be ex-

pressed (see Ursell (1960)) as,

(x~y) a 1 (xSy) + Ca (x"y)

-- a ke]and Eaua 1t ssin m cosaa cos m)S(x) k a(xy + k a! rm
-f 0,,'V jj J.
0 0

P k
- sign(x) ifm (1+). exp (X- Vlx-?

X exp [-kz (1- + uP)) du E:93

w-ere C, As the local disturbance which decays rapidly with

!ncreasii,; lxi. and 1ai the reguLar gave. Thie regular wave

Ca rar benind the pressure polnt ear, be decomposed Into two

par' '€ tte transverse wave and the divergent wave.

I
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If the pressure is distributed on a finite area, there

exists no singularity in the velocity field (Stoker, 1957, or

Ursell, 1960). However, Equation £9) has an innate singu~lar-

ity at the pressu.re point and near its path such that the wave-

length is infinitely decreasing and Lhe wave height is in-

finitely increasing as y - 0 (Lamb,1945; Ursell, 1960), although

the wave height on y = 0 or the flow in z < 0 is finite. The

singularity near the path arises from only the divergent wave,

while the transverse wave has a finite amplitude except at the

orig'n. Tne wave resistance due to the pressure point also

blows up. If we follow exactly the same procedure as in

Ursell's paper (1960), Jt is obvious that the flow field due

to a p.Ant source on the free surface has exactly the same kind

of singul.ar phenomena with a slightly weaker sirgularity. In

general, a line doublet distribution on the free surface also

has the same kind of singular phenomena. If t he fistr~bution

of doublet strength near the end points s.mootrs sufficiently

zo zero, tr.e flow field behavee nicely. The sourte dlstribu-

tior 1or# a qtraight line paralle to V, In gereral has neither

fitite wave resistance nor finite wave he!gt or the path, un-

les the end distribution Is smcoth enough. However, If the

line wrere te scources are distribited Is smooth anJ not paral-

le to V, the flow may behave well. These results mentioned

above car be easily obtalned*, i we apply the method of steepest

descerte to each exprersio. usirng the result In the case of the

pressure point In Ursell's paper (1960) 7-nd having Havelock's

formula for the wave resistance (Havelocc,1934) In mlrd.
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The singular behavior in the actual flow never arises.

Even if we Just consider the surface tension (Wehausen,1963),

the divergent wave heights have no singular behavior anywhere.

Thus, in the case of point singularities on the free surface

considered above, the wave height near the path of singular-

ities may well be consi, red as smooth to the finite theoreti-

cal value at y = 0.

FLOW FIELD DUE TO A SHIP AND THE LINE INTEGRAL

From the Green's formula, the potential c can be written

using the Green's furction G(C,, ;x,y,z) which satisfies

G G - on C =0 C IO
0

Outsiae the ship,

S(G - r =0 in z 0

where

r ( x - )+ (y 1 1)2 +(z -C

and

- 0 for Irl - in z <O 0

S
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1 f - G] dS £ 12)

S

where n is the normal into the fluid, and S consists of the

ship surface S and the free surface S since the integral
s F

from infinity is null.

From the free surface integral,

[4 ~fEG -b %G dS _[C IE Gc GO dTr

F z=O

1( (P- G) - d ddn
kz=O

(p -CP - £dn 113)

where t is the intersection of the ship surface and the z 0

plane. This line integral on the free surface has been-

unusually neglected in Michell's ship theory. A numerical-

computation of the effect from this line integral to the bow

wave on the centerplane far behind the wedge ship was con-

sidered (Yim,1964). Now we consider a parabolic forebody with

a parallel midsection represented by a source distribution on

y =O, z 0
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m a (l - x) in 0< x <0

m 0 in 1 < x < a. [143

m = a (a, - x) in a, < x < a, + 1

By Michell's approximation

! _ m 15J
2r dx V

so that the corresponding waterline can-be represented by

y= 2ira (x in 0 < x <1

S7r-a 1 < x< a, 1630

-2 (axx- + Ta (1- a, ) in a,< x < 1

For simplicity, the case of infinite draft is considered here,

since the wave height on the ship hull and the perturbation

potential which is zero at infinity can be calculated easily

in that case.

To evaluate the effect of the line integral I on the wave

height we write
1 ff

x 2irk0 J 0 ) I ciI
0

II
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Since

g2-f a -- in 0O< <1

G - G
x

we have

11[' Gx ]f 2f~P r-+ Ge dtx 27rk fxp d9-' g0 f0 0 0

a F2 k c()Gx,O) - 2fGxpg(i - g ) dg
0

0

a(x,l)CP(1) + G(x,O)CP(O) + W 9 dg 9E183

f

neglecting the higher order terms. The first term represents

the wave height due to a point source. This is singular as we

have seen in our previous section. This phenomenon is familiar

to hydrodynaniicists especially concerned with higher order prob-

lems. Tne singularity usually becomes more severe when the

order becomes higher. Thus, the reliability of the higher

orde, theory in most problems in hydrodynamics may be Judged

through experiments only.
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We consider here the wave height on y =0 far behind the

ship where the theoretical wave height has a definite value if

we consider that the divergent waves are continuous everywhere

because of surface tension or for other .easons.

Using Wigley's notations (1931) and Havelock's. example

(1932), we can, write the total wave height in 0 < x < 1

2a
0

-~((k x) + (k'al x +1)

+ N. x) +~ Q- (k 1i~ x Q, ('Ka X)])£9

0

where

Q 0(a) 2 jH f~ (t 0 (t)) dt

0

H (t) :Struve function of order zero

0

a
Q4 (a) Cf %,(u) du

0 at

0

Pr a
(aP t dt E 20)

0 0
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This value of is plotted in Figure 2. In x < 0

2a1

190) and +tteoiioO

0(k () = + k(Q(k0x) Q(k
00

+ Q(koa x + ) + ((ka + -x Q1 (k ax-+l

_~ 0_1 )0 [2

C11

where x1 -x

The potential is unique with the condition at infinity cp 0

which is necessary to get the Green's formulla (seele.g.,Kellogj

19 53) and at the origin

CP(0) Cf d9 = 0 o C d

o ka

2a bf boain

- Ch. (. 0 a .. .+,l Q...u )d u C 22i

0'0

Similarly

CP (1) - (0) +fCP cd9 on z 0 E233
0

can be obtained.
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Considering the asymptotic value of the Green's function

ony =0

G ~ -47rk a i (t)x o dtit = ko(x - )

sn(k (x7 [243

-x 0V k(-4 ko 2 kO k(x  3 7)rin)

0

we can now evaluate I in [18) on y = 0 x >>l, substituting

Equations [19) - [24), and [8) in [18), than integrating numer-

ically. We obtain

rdiA(kn) Cos k x r

+ B(k ) sin (k x 3

-As sin k 0x + 47+ £25)

with the numerical values A(k ), B(k 0 or A*# as functions
00

of' R The wave height In x > 1 due to the front source

distributed in 0 < x < 1 I.s
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- Q (koX) -(kx P 1] x0 0

ko oQ~o

By application of the method of stationary phase and

neglecting the local disturbance

8 a r in x + + cos kox +

ksni 02vi+ 7 k 0 1

o o

coskx 1 +
k 0 0 4

4-,a 2sin k
0 V erko 1 - o) sin (kox +

11 cos kc1  to4)-i1 0) CO0Bk
0

-A, sin (k x 4[& )

for x > > 1 E27)

4
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Then the total wave height Ct will be

Ct = C + Cc

= Asin kx + + ) + As sin kX + +

= Asin k X + V +08+ )

where

5 = tan-'- Asin (@ - )
A, + As cos ( - 0)

A3 (A," + A*" + 2 AAs cos -

A3 and 6 are plotted in Figures 3 - 5.

DISCUSSION

The calculated result shows that the line irteral effect
on the wave heignt due to the fore body of the parabolic ship

with parallel mid body appears as an ircrement of the ampli-

tude ard a forward shift of the wave phase. The oercentage Is

more in lower Froude numbers. Thus# the discrepancy between

the experiment and theory may be ascribed to higher order of-

recte ani especially to this line Integral effect. The Impor-

tance of this effect can also be shown by the following approach.

m| n mm miimu • =ra, mm| n• ]
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We consider a double model ship with uniform speed -V in

the infinite medium, where z < 0 correspond to the case of zero

Froude number. Then the pressure P1 on z = 0 will be

P1  Pf (CP1 V~c~x

where p is the density of water and 9~j Is the potential due to

the double model ship. Here we consider on z - 0, Kelvin's

pressure source distribution -P, which satisfies

%axx + k0 z u-- on Z 0

where %p Is the potential in z 1 0 due to Kelvin's pressure

distribution. If we consider the 3hip.is symmetric with re-

spect to y -0 plane, P1 Is also symmetric with respect to
x akis.* 'Thus

c.0 on y 0

it we ,superpose the two flows,

will ejcaCtly Satisfy Lapl4ee.'. squation i10 -the tree *urace,
condition on z a 0 and the linear bouanary condition at the

thin ship surface on y:- 0.- ThusV w ill be etactly the same
as the, 141crells Solution.
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If we want to consider the problem more accurately, we have

to first notice the fact that the free surface is limited to the

region outside of the ship. The pressure inside the dcuble

model ship on z = 0 is most strong, and the effect on the ship

surface due to the Kelvin's pressures located outside of the

ship is not too large because of the symmetry of the pressure

distribution with respect to y = 0. Thus, Michell's theory

which neglects the strong extra pressure inside the ship can be

expected to lead t% a sizable error on that account.

I
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